In space information networks, the performance of the satellite-terrestrial links is crucial for downlink data delivery.
mmWave channels have been found to be generally LoS (Line-of-Sight -dominated because mmWave signals suffer from severe attenuation [6] . With much smaller wavelengths, mmWave technology enables a large number of antennas in a given area. Antenna arrays driven by smart beam selection algorithms can be utilized to mitigate mmWave signal attenuation [6] .
The deterioration of system performance under LOSdominated channel conditions can be significantly alleviated by directed beamforming. The hybrid beamforming scheme shown in Fig.1 further ensures a feasible implementation framework for large arrays
Adaptive scheduling for millimeter wave multi-beam satellite communication systems
by reducing the number of RF chains [7] . Channel estimation methods and precoding algorithms are also investigated in detail in Refs. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
baseband precoder In order to provide reasonable system capacity, the number of active users in the system should be no more than the number of RF chains [13] . This can be addressed by network densification in terrestrial wireless communications. However, scheduling is inevitable in satellite communications systems, as shown in Fig.2 . It is not wise to arbitrarily choose active users from among all the users to be served because serving nearby directional users simultaneously is extremely challenging for beamforming [14] . As a result, the quality of service 
Problem formulation
We assume that there are a total of N users in need of For simplicity, we let G =N/K be an integer, and create an average partition, as follows.
In time slot m, we adopt the mmWave uniform rectangular array (URA), and perform hybrid beamforming to serve the K users with channel matrix H m . The hybrid precoding model is stated in detail in Refs. [7, 8, 10] . If the transmitted symbol vector is denoted as x, the received symbol of the K users together can be expressed as
where ȡ is the multiplier for antenna gain, ȕ is the (4) where P is the total transmit power. The digital precoder W m is normalized to meet the total power constraint
The clustered mmWave channel model characterizing the limited scattering feature [7, 8, 10, 11, 15, 16] 
where are the complex gains of the paths with the Rician factor ı 2 . is the azimuth (elevation) angle of the corresponding user, and is the antenna array response vector determined by the geometric architecture of the arrays. For URA, (7) where N v (N h ) is the number of antennas in the vertical 
The corresponding achievable rate is then
and the achievable sum rate of the group is calculated by (10) During all of the G time slots, the achievable sum rate of the N user can be given by (11) We employ the precoding algorithms proposed in
Ref. [8] in our simulation. For the analog precoder,
where is the phase angle of the channel element For the digital precoder, an equivalent channel is seen at the baseband. When zeroforcing(ZF) precoding is applied, the digital precoder is then given by (13) The diagonal matrix ȁ is designed to normalize the precoding matrix in order to meet the power 
where M is the number of transmitting antennas and N is the number of users. 
where M is the number of transmitting antennas and N is the number of users.
We refer to Algorithms 1 and 2 as using the intergroup-coherence-balancing method and the globallystrongest-coherence-cancellation method respectively. 
Achievable sum rate comparison
Noticing that Eq. (8) can be rewritten as (17) if we take a reasonable assumption , we can GH¿QH (18) Ș can be considered as the received SNR (Signal-toNoise Ratio) without precoding. We adopt Ș as the abscissa instead of the total transmitting SNR since it makes no difference.
In order to consider practical situation, we employ both directionally fixed and directionally adaptive beamforming scenarios in our simulation. In directionally fixed beamforming, the precoders are designed based on K fixed directions, and remain unchanged during all of the G time slots. The advantage of this scheme is that the implementation is low complexity because only one precoder setting is needed; however, the rate performance is poor due to the lack of channel state information in the design of the precoders. In directionally adaptive beamforming, targeted precoders are devised for each group that take into account the characteristics of the channels being used.
In 1) With directionally adaptive BF, the sum rate is much higher than that of fixed BF regardless of the scheduling scheme. This is due to the fact that the precoders in adaptive BF are designed based on the location of the users, while fixed BF adopts fixed precoders regardless of where the users are actually located.
2) With directionally adaptive BF, optimized scheduling is capable of increasing the sum rate when compared to the sum rate with random scheduling. This is due to the fact that the optimized scheduling algorithm ensures that there are no closely related
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users in one group to deteriorate system performance.
In addition, in adaptive BF, the precoders are designed based on the locations of the users. Consequently, Algorithm 2 has a higher computational complexity although it also provides better performance than that of Algorithm 1. can be accommodated, then the system sum rate can be considerably improved. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed two optimized algorithms for scheduling, each with different computational complexities.
We have performed simulations of these algorithms in various scenarios and conclude that, if the scheduling algorithms that incorporate adaptive BF are adopted, then the achievable sum rate of the system can be considerably improved in terms of both the mean value and probability distribution.
Algorithm 1 may be more preferable in satellite systems that have insufficient resources because it provides reasonable performance while having an extremely low computational complexity in contrast to Algorithm 2 when ZF precoding is adopted. We have further verified the feasibility of the proposed algorithms in land wireless systems. However, there is much potential improvement in designing an optimal scheduling scheme, especially when timefrequency-space resources must be dynamically and synergistically allocated. This is a topic for future research. 
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